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! Define variables 

   ! Ssamf = Signal sampling frequency 

 #Local real Ssamf 

   ! Ssamf = Signal sampling time 

 #Local real Ssamt 

   ! Ts = Time sampling (for communication between interactions) 

 #Local real Ts 

 #Local real Ts0 

   ! ft = Future time (i.e. current time plus time delay specified at sampling time) 

 #Local real ft 

 #Local real ft0 

   ! Time delay 

 #Local real Td 

   ! Pointers 

 #Local integer Pointer 

 #Local integer Pointer0 

 #Local integer Pointer2 

 #Local integer Pointer20 

   ! Time - Read Buffer 

 #Local real TrB 

 #Local real TrB0 

   ! Data - Read from Buffer 

 #Local real Tsend 

 #Local real DAT 

 #Local real DAT0 

 #Local real Tread 

 

! Initial Conditions 

      Ssamf = $Sf ! In Hertz 

      Ssamt = 1/Ssamf 

      Td=$Tdelay 

 

! Retrieve values from the previous time-step 

 Ts0 = STORF(NSTORF) 

 ft0 = STORF(NSTORF+1) 

 TrB0 = STORF(NSTORF+2) 

 DAT0 = STORF(NSTORF+3) 

 Pointer0 = STORI(NSTORI) 

 Pointer20 = STORI(NSTORI+1) 

! End retrieving values 

 

!****************************************************** 

!Writing to the buffer 

!****************************************************** 

If (TIME .EQ. 0) then ! Only for initialization purposes if time = 0s 

      $Out=$In ! The signal is sampled and passed to the output (for display purposes only) 

      Ts0 = TIME  ! Time at which the signal was sampled 

      ft0 = TIME + Td  ! Future time at which the signal will be the output for the channel 

      Pointer0 = 1  ! Place in the buffer 

      open (unit = 1, file = 'Buffer.txt', STATUS='old', action='write') 

      write (1,*) TIME, $In, ft0 ! Writing the actual time, the sampled signal and the future 

time at which it will be read from the buffer 

      Close (1) 

end if 

 

If ((TIME-Ts0) .GT. Ssamt) then ! Sampling and writing code for times greater than 0s 

      $Out=$In ! The signal is sampled and passed to the output (for display purposes only) 

      Ts = TIME ! Time at which the signal was sampled 

      ft = TIME + Td ! Future time at which the signal will be the output for the channel 

      Pointer = Pointer0+1 ! Place in the buffer 

      open (unit = 1, file = 'Buffer.txt', STATUS='old', action='write', position='append') 



      write (1,*) TIME, $In, ft ! Writing the actual time, the sampled signal and the future 

time at which it will be read from the buffer 

      Close (1) 

else 

Ts = Ts0 

ft = ft0 

Pointer = Pointer0 

end if 

 

 

!****************************************************** 

! Reading from the buffer 

!****************************************************** 

If (TIME .EQ. 0) then ! Only for initialization purposes if time = 0s 

      TrB0 = ft 

      Pointer20 = Pointer0 

      DAT0=$In 

end if 

 

If (TrB0 .GT. ft) then ! This part of the code actualizes the time to read the buffer (TrB) if 

the actual data entering the buffer has a smaller future time (ft). Also actualizes the 

pointer 

      TrB = ft 

      Pointer2 = Pointer 

else 

      TrB = TrB0 

      Pointer2 = Pointer20 

end if 

 

 

If ((TIME-TrB0) .GT. 0) then ! Reading from buffer 

      open (unit = 1, file = 'Buffer.txt', STATUS='old', action='read') 

 do i=1, Pointer2-1 

read (1,*) !Reads the buffer from line 1 to the previous line where the data is 

 end do 

      read (1,*) Tsend, DAT, Tread ! Actual data to be read 

      $Outd=DAT ! Outputs the data (this is the delayed data) 

      read (1,*) Tsend, DAT, Tread ! Reads the next line to actualize the future time to read 

the buffer (TrB) 

      TrB = Tread ! Next time to read the buffer 

      Pointer2 = Pointer2+1 ! Pointer that specifies the position of the data for the next 

time to read the buffer 

do i=1, Pointer-Pointer2 ! Reads the rest of the lines in the buffer to check if there 

is a newest value for (TrB) 

  read (1,*) Tsend, DAT, Tread 

If (TrB .GT. Tread) then ! In case there is a newest value then actualize TrB 

and pointer 

                 TrB = Tread 

                 Pointer2 = Pointer2+i 

             end if 

 end do 

      Close (1) 

else 

DAT=DAT0 

end if 

 

 

! Store the output values 

 STORF(NSTORF) = Ts 

 STORF(NSTORF+1) = ft 

 STORF(NSTORF+2) = TrB 

 STORF(NSTORF+3) = DAT 

 STORI(NSTORI) = Pointer 

 STORI(NSTORI+1) = Pointer2 

 

! Increment Memory 

 NSTORF = NSTORF+4 

 NSTORI = NSTORI+2 
 


